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Pattern formation and chiral phase separation by compression: Racemic monolayer viewed as
Bragg-Williams binary cholesterics
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The monolayer of racemic amphiphiles is studied as a film of cholesteric liquid crystal~ChLC!, mixed by the
left- and right-handed chiral enantiomers. The chiral phase separation~CPS! and molecular orientation pattern
are analyzed by Bragg-Williams theory for binary mixtures and the curvature-elastic model of ChLC. It is
shown that below a certain critical temperature a compression can induce transition from racemic phase to CPS
phase with a stripe-pattern formation. This gives a clear explanation of CPS in a racemic monolayer recognized
by Lundquist@Ark. Kemi. 17, 183 ~1960!#, and observed recently by Eckhardtet al. @Nature~London! 362,
614 ~1993!#. @S1063-651X~99!11301-1#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 68.10.2m, 68.15.1e
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In nature, it is so abundant that the two molecular en
tiomers of left- and right-handed chirality usually combine
form a racemic dimer. The means of separation of the dim
into distinct phases of optical activity, the chiral phase se
ration~CPS!, are of critical importance in physics, chemistr
biology, and geology@1#, and have been realized throug
experiments going back to Pasteur in 1848 in isolation
enantiomers of sodium tartrate by crystallization@2#, and to
Jungfleish in 1882 in the localization of crystallization
individual enantiomers on suitably disposed seeds@3#. How-
ever, the major challenge in the study is, on the theoret
side, to understand the mechanism of chiral symmetry bre
ing ~CSB! in CPS. The study of CPS in the thre
dimensional~3D! state is especially difficult because bo
left- and right-handed chiral molecules have been classic
regarded as exact mirror images and, therefore, are ener
cally equivalent in bulk due to the molecular rotation. It
natural to think that this difficulty may be reduced in
monolayer of racemic amphiphiles at the air/water interfa
because the molecular rotation of the amphiphiles is limi
due to the hydrophobic interaction between the amphiph
and the water. In fact, a remarkable progress of the stud
a 2D system was performed by Lundquist in the 1960s@4#.
Recognizing the importance of steric factors in the livi
system, such as in the architecture of the lipoprotein me
branes of cells, Lundquist found that at a temperature be
20 °C the racemic monolayer of the methyl ester
2-methylhexacosanoic acid shows a pressure plateau in
pressure-area isotherm. This was interpreted as a 2D p
transition region, from the expanded phase to the conden
2D crystalline phase. At that time, however, there were
methods available for the direct crystallographic study
the crystalline phase. In 1993, a significant advance
made by Eckhardtet al. @5#. By transferring such a mono
layer of surface pressure from a water surface onto mica,
using atomic-force microscopy, they detected that the ph
transition at the region of small molecular areas is a C
transition, specifically a transition from rectangular lattic
of a molecular packing structure~racemic phase! into a chiral
phase in which the enantiomers form two antipodal obliq
lattices distinguished by some stripes~see Figs. 1–4 in@5#!.
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In physics, the CSB and stripe formation have been
tensively studied in hexatic liquid-crystal~LC! films @6#,
monolayers@7,8#, smectic films@8#, and thin ferroelectric
LC’s @9#. These papers show that the phase separatio
enantiomers is not the only mechanism leading to CSB
stripe-pattern formation, e.g., breaking up-down symme
also leads to the same qualitative behavior@9#. In the theo-
retical approach presented in@8# by Selingeret al., the CSB
and stripe-pattern formation and the formation of other p
terns are described with the help of the Landau free-ene
expansion in terms of the chiral order parameter, henc
serves to describe the temperature effect in CSB. So
however, there has been no approach to the investiga
connecting the CPS and 2D phase transition in race
monolayers by compression. Identifying the CSB or C
associated with stripe-pattern formation induced by surf
pressure@4,5# therefore becomes an urgent task in theory

In this paper, we propose a continuum theory for a d
scription of the surface-pressure-induced CPS in the race
monolayers. Our approach follows a previous work deal
with tilted chiral lipid membranes@10# by viewing a mono-
layer as a film of cholesteric liquid crystal~ChLC!. However,
to describe the racemic property the ChLC is considere
mixture of the left- and right-handed chiral enantiomers w
the same molecular number. Instead of using a linear ch
curvature elastic energy term, as done in@10#, here we intro-
duce the complete 3D-director elastic free energy density
a ChLC @11#,

gLC5
1

2Fk11~¹–d!21k22S d–¹3d2
k2

k22
D 2

1k33~d3¹3d!2G , ~1!

to describe the free energy of the molecular orientation
monolayers. Here,d5(sinucosf,sinusinf,cosu) is the 3D-
director field andk11, k22, andk33 are the splay, twist, and
bend elastic constants; however, the chiral modulusk2 now
is naturally defined as
586 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 587PATTERN FORMATION AND CHIRAL PHASE . . .
k25k20@2x~r !21#, x5NL~r !/@NL~r !1NR~r !#, ~2!

wherek20.0 is the chiral elastic constant for the pure le
handed chiral phase,NL(r ) andNR(r ) are the local densities
of the left- and right-handed chiral enantiomers, respectiv
andx(r ) is obviously the chiral order parameter that char
terizes the CPS:~i! left-handed chiral phase for 1>x.1/2;
~ii ! racemic phase forx51/2; and~iii ! right-handed chiral
phase for 1/2.x>0. With the improvement in description
we are now able to deal with the CSB dependence not o
on temperatureT and the chirality (k20), but also on the
surface-pressureP and molecular areaA0. Because in the
discussed phase transition region the monolayers have
known as LC or crystalline@4,5#, the incompressibility in
volume causes the angleu, the angle between the directord
and the normal of the monolayers, to be uniform as~see Fig.
1!

cosu5V0 / lA0 , ~3!

wherel is the average molecular length andV0 is the average
molecular volume of the amphiphiles; both are constant
other words, the chiral order parameterx, the orientation
patternf(r ), and the molecular areaA0 ~which is relating to
surface pressureP! have been incorporated together into t
elastic free-energy densitygLC . Another important step in
the present theory is that we also consider the additional
energy of the mixing effect by the Bragg-Williams approa
in the study of binary alloy@12#:

FMIX5
1

A0
E H 2

z

2
wRR2

z

2
~wLL2wRR!x1zwx~12x!

1kBT@x lnx1~12x!ln~12x!#J dA, ~4!

wheredA/A0 gives the local density of molecules,kB is the
Boltzmann constant, w5(1/2)(wLL1wRR)2wLR, with
2wab (a,b5L,R), denoting the nearest-neighbor intera
tion energy between thea-handed enantiomer and th
b-handed one, andz is the number of nearest-neighbor inte

FIG. 1. Geometry of the monolayer of racemic amphiphiles
the air/water interface. The thickness of the monolayer islcosu,
wherel is the average length of the molecules along their long a
andu is the average value of the angle between the molecular
axis and the normal of the air/water interface. The total bulk volu
of the monolayer isV5 lcosuA5lcosuNA0, whereN is the molecu-
lar number,A is the total area, andA0 is the molecular area. There
fore, one has the relation cosu5V0 /lA0, whereV05V/N.
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actions of one molecule. Obviously, the last term in the
tegrand associated withkBT is the entropy increase on mix
ing, and the other terms relating towab are the enthalpy of
mixing calculated by the so-called Bragg-Williams appro
mation. For the present case of experiment discussed in@5#,
we havez54 for 2D rectangular and oblique lattices an
wLL5wRR; hence, by neglecting the first constant term w
can reduce Eq.~4! to

FMIX5
kBT

A0
E @x lnx1~12x!ln~12x!1a0x~12x!#dA,

~5!

where a054w/kBT. As a definition ofw, the positivea0
favors CPS and consists of short range repulsive interact
which would be increasing with compression. For examp
let’s sayw→`, FMIX takes its minimum atx50,1, the com-
plete CPS state. On the other hand, the entropy favors
racemic phase, e.g.,T→`, then x51/2 minimizesFMIX .
Before getting into actual calculations, therefore, we can
the CPS transition as just the result of competition betw
the entropy~temperatureT! and enthalpy~compression or
molecular areaA0). To understand it quantitatively, we mu
combine the curvature elastic energy and the Bragg-Willia
mixing energy as the free energy for the binary ChLC film

F5 lcosuE gLCdA1FMIX1lE S x2
1

2DdA, ~6!

wherel is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the co
dition of *(x21/2)dA50, a condition according to the fac
that the initial phase before compression is a racemic ph
i.e., *NLdA5*NRdA. The equilibrium equations for both
f(r ) andx(r ) are obtained by minimizing the free energ
These equations and their solutions show that the CSB
CPS is associated with the complex localization of individu
enantiomers in the monolayers, the CPS pattern forma
dependent onT and A0. It is shown that below a certain
critical temperature a compression can induce a phase
sition from the racemic phase to the CPS phase with a str
pattern formation. This gives a clear and direct explanat
of CPS in the monolayers of racemic amphiphiles obser
by Lundquist@4# and Eckhardtet al. @5#.

In the actual calculation, we take a Cartesian coordin
xyz as illustrated in Fig. 1, where the plane ofz50 is the
air/water interface. For convenience, the one-constant
proximation ask115k225k335k is used. The curvature en
ergy density@Eq. ~1!# in terms off is

gLC5
1

2
@ksin2u~fx

21fy
2!

2k2sin2u~cosffx1sinffy!1k2
2/k#, ~7!

wherefx5]f/]x andfy5]f/]y. Since the free energyF
is a function of f(x,y) and x(x,y), we can derive two
Euler-Lagrange~EL! equations from the variation ofF with
respect tof andx @13#. The first EL equation mainly relate
to f as

Df5fxx1fyy5
1

k
cotu@k2,xcosf1k2,ysinf#, ~8!
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obtained bydF/df50, whereD is 2D Laplace operator
k2,x5]k2 /]x, andk2,y5]k2 /]y. Note that in the pure race
mic phase (k250) and the pure chiral phases (k25k20 or
k252k20), Eq. ~8! is identical to the 2D pattern equation
usual LC’s,Df50 @11#.

The second EL equation derived fromdF/dx50 is given
by

l1
kBT

A0
F ln

x

12x
1a0~122x!G1k20lcosuF2k2

k

2sin2u~fxcosf1fysinf!G50. ~9!

Interestingly, at the high temperature limit, i.e., letT→` ,
the equation predicts an obvious solution ofx51/2, which is
nothing but a pure racemic phase, i.e., an isotropic ph
This is a reasonable result in LC physics@11#, and consistent
with the observation by Lundquist@4# that the CPS transition
for a racemic mixture must occur below some critical te
perature~see Fig. 2, and the text on p. 399 of@4b#!.

In principle, Eqs. ~8! and ~9!, associated with*(x
21/2)dA50, give complete conditions for determiningl,
f, andx at anyT andA0. However, it is quite a task to find
general solutions for Eqs.~8! and ~9! analytically, owing to
their high-order nonlinearity. Fortunately, our interest is
the phase transition region, the proximity ofx51/2. There-
fore, we have ln@x/(12x)#.4(x21/2), and Eq.~9! becomes

k2* 5hk20~2x21!

5
k

2Fsin2u~fxcosf1fysinf!2
l

lk20cosu G , ~10!

where h511k(22a0)kBT/2V0k20
2 . Taking partial deriva-

tions with respect tox andy, respectively, gives

FIG. 2. u dependence of the effective chiral order parame
ch(x)5x2

1
2 , which characterizes the chirality~positive for left-

handed chiral phase and negative for right-handed phase! and the
strength of the chiral phase separation. The unit ofx2

1
2 used in the

calculation isp0 /t, wherep0 is the pitch of the equilibrium helica
structure for the pure chiral phase in bulk andt is the period of the
stripe. The calculation is based on Eq.~16!, with the strong chirality
case ofh→1.
e.

-

xx5
ksin2u

4hk20
@fxcosf1fysinf#x ,

xy5
ksin2u

4hk20
@fxcosf1fysinf#y , ~11!

wherexx5]x/]x, @ #x5]@ #/]x, and so on. Substituting Eq
~11! into Eq. ~8!, we have the following equation forf:

Df5h21cos2u@cxcosf1cysinf#, ~12!

wherec5fxcosf1fysinf, cx5]c/]x, andcy5]c/]y. It
can be seen that for strong chirality, i.e.,k/k205p0/2p→0,
wherep0 is the pitch of the equilibrium 3D helical structur
of the corresponding ChLC@12#, we haveh→1. In what
follows we assume thath.0 is always held to emphasize th
effect of strong chirality.

In general, Eqs.~10! and~12!, in conjunction with Eq.~3!,
predict that the compression of monolayers can induce
CPS and the corresponding formation of a complex orien
tion pattern with either 1D or 2D structures. Some impli
and analytic 2D solutions of Eq.~12! have been found@13#.
For simplicity and for comparing with the experiment~Fig. 4
in @5#!, here we only report the result of the 1D case. L
fy50 andcy50, and we can change Eq.~12! to an ordi-
nary differential equation as

d2f

dx2
5cos2u* Fcosf

d

dx
cosf

d

dx
f G , ~13!

where cos2u*5h21cos2u. The solutions of Eq.~13! represent
the possible 1D patterns that result from minimizing the fr
energyF given in Eq.~6!. First, we have the solution off
5f0, wheref0 is a constant. This solution corresponds
the racemic phase, i.e., the strip of infinite period withF

5(NL1NR)(ln1
211

4a0)kBT, regarded as the initial phase
Second, we have the implicit and general solutions that sh
a striped pattern parallel to they axis with finite period, i.e.,
the CPS phase@13#:

x2x05S t

4DEFf~x!2
p

2
,cosu* G Y ES p

2
,cosu* D ,

~14!

wherex0 and t are two integral constants; the latter is al
the period of the stripe;

E~f,cosu* !5E
0

f
A12cos2u* sin2f8df8 ~15!

is a second ellipse integral. With Eq.~14! and *(x
21/2)dA50, we obtain from Eq.~10! l50, and the effec-
tive chiral order parameter of the CPS pattern, or localizat
of enantiomers, corresponding to the stripe

ch~x![x~x!2
1

2
5

p0sin2ucosf~x!E~p/2,cosu* !

2phtA12cos2u* cos2f~x!
,

~16!

as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Chiral separation becom
stronger asu decreases, indicating that the separation is j

r
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PRE 59 589PATTERN FORMATION AND CHIRAL PHASE . . .
a result of monolayer compression. Substituting the str
solution Eq.~14! into Eq. ~1! , we can show the elastic en
ergy@the first integral in Eq.~6!# in an area ofx3y5t3L to
be @13#

FC58kLlcosusin2u@~h2121!K* E* 1~22h21!E* 2#/t,
~17!

and dividing by the molecular number of the are
N5 lcosutL/V0 ~see Fig. 1!, yields the elastic energy per mo
ecule

f C5FC /N58kV0sin2u@~h2121!K* E*

1~22h21!E* 2#/t2. ~18!

Here,E* 5E(p/2,cosu* ) is the complete second ellipse in
tegral, andK* is the complete first ellipse integral as

K* 5E
0

p/2

df/A12cos2u* sin2f. ~19!

In the proximity of the racemic to CPS transition we c
expand the integrand of Eq.~5! in power of (x21/2),

FMIX5
kBT

A0
E F ln

1

2
1

1

4
a01~22a0!S x2

1

2D 2

1
4

3S x2
1

2D 4GdA. ~20!

Substituting Eqs.~14! and~16! into Eq.~20!, and dividing by
the molecular numberN, with a lengthy calculation@13#, we
obtained the Bragg-Williams mixing energy per molecule

f MIX5kBTF ln
1

2
1

1

4
a01~22a0!h21~E* K* 2E* 2!

3S p0sinu

pt D 2

1
4

3
h22~sin22u* E* 4

22K* E* 31E* 4!S p0sinu

pt D 4G . ~21!

Hence, the free energy per molecule can be expressed
quadratic function ofq25(p0sinu/pt)2 as

f 5 f C1 f MIX5a02a2q21a4q4, ~22!

with

a05~1/4!kBT~a024ln2!,

a25~a022!~E* K* 2E* 2!h21kBT

28kV0~p/p0!2@~22h21!E* 21~h2121!K* E* #,

and

a45~4/3!~E* 4/sin2u* 22K* E* 31E* 4!h22kBT.

It is clear that the racemic to CPS transition occurs under
necessary conditiona2.0. This requires at leasta0.2.
From the definition ofa054w/kBT, we have the critical
temperature
e

,

s a

e

Tc52w/kB5@~wLL1wRR!22wLR#/kB , ~23!

below which the racemic to CPS phase transition can h
pen. This is what was observed by Lundquist@4#. The critical
period of the CPS structure (tc , at which the free energy o
the CPS phase is equal to that of the racemic one, i.et
→`) can be obtained astc5(p0sinu/p)Aa4 /a2. Performing
minimization of f with t gives the equilibrium period oftm

5A2tc . Obviously, existence of definitetm again needsa2
.0, in the case of strong chirality@i.e., h→1 andu*→u,
hence,E* andK*→E(cosu) andK(cosu), respectively#, we
need K(cosu)/E(cosu)21.8kV0(p/p0)

2/@4w22kBT#. From
the property of both complete ellipse integrals ofK and E,
the inequality reveals thatu must be less than a critical ang
of uc , given by

K~cosuc!/E~cosuc!5118kV0S p

p0
D 2Y ~4w22kBT!.

~24!

Accordingly, from Eq.~3!, CPS occurs at the following con
dition:

A0,Ac5V0 / lcosuc . ~25!

We then find that compression plays a critically importa
role for CPS with stripe-pattern formation.

In a quantitative sense, the present theory can be un
stood by comparing it with the experiment and calculation
Eckhardtet al. @5#. The authors found the energies of th
oblique ~CPS phase withx50,1! and rectangular~racemic
phase withx51/2! differ by ;7.7 kJ Mole21, with the
former being more stable. From our theory, the Brag
Williams formula ~5!, we then havef (x51/2)2 f (x50,1)
5 kBT@ ln(1/2)1a0/4# 57.731033107 erg/63102351.3
310213 erg, the difference of free energies per molecu
between the racemic and complete CPS phases. Ta
kBT54310214 erg at T520°C we obtaineda0514.2,
which satisfiesa0.2, the request of the critical temperatu
condition ~23!. From the value ofa0 we can estimate the
difference of the nearest-neighbor interaction energiesw
5(1/2)(wLL1wRR)2wLR5(1/4)a0kBT51.42310213 erg,
which is well comparable to the membrane~bilayer of am-
phiphiles! curvature modulus 2lk;10213 erg obtained by
Helfrich by viewing the membranes as LC films@14#. It is
also worth noting that the present assumption of stro
chirality is invalid for the usual thermotropic ChLC’s with
pitch of order 1mm @11# because, inserting the order o
pitch, the above estimate ofa0514.2, and the typical value
k51026 erg/cm, V0510221 cm3, and T5300 K into the
formula of h @defined after Eq.~10!#, gives the parameter o
h21 to be of order 103. This is in strong contradiction with
the assumptionh21!1 ~or, at least,h,1! used above. In
other words, the present theory is valid only if the chirality
two orders of magnitude larger compared with usual therm
tropic ChLC’s, i.e., with a pitch of order 0.01mm. This is
quite possible in the case of chiral amphiphiles observed
Eckhardt and co-workers in@5#. In @10#, it is shown that the
pitch in the bilayer of tilted chiral amphiphiles viewed a
ChLC’s can be determined by the formula~seepch in Eq.
~91! of @10b#!: p05pch52pr0sin2u/(11sin2u). Here,r0 is
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the radius of the helical tubes formed by the tilted chi
bilayer @15#, andu is the tilt angle of the hydrocarbon chain
of the amphiphiles from the normal of the surface of t
bilayer. The order of diameter of the tubes is 0.5mm @15#,
and tubes of diameter 0.05mm are also found@16#. There-
fore, if sinu is of order 0.1 thenp0 of order 0.01mm, as the
chiral amphiphiles, is confirmed by the tube formation@15#.
This shows the validity of our model for the observati
reported in@5#, because the pitch of the chiral amphiphiles
the monolayer should be same as in their bilayer. These
firm the reasonability of the present theory: The CPS of
monolayer of amphiphiles and its associated pattern for
tion can be well discussed as a film of Bragg-Williams
nary cholesterics of the left- and right-handed chiral ena
omers.

It is important to point out that the irrelevance betwe
dipole moment and chirality excludes the possible influe
of electrostatic interaction on the CPS phase transition. H
we would like to predict@13,17# that the additional surface
pressure, due to the CPS phase transition, can be calcu
by the formuladP52] f /]A0, which appears as a functio
form of 2b3A0

231b5A0
251•••, with b3 ,b5.0, and adds to

the typical pressure-area isotherms of the 2D van der W
equation of state@18#. This is the mechanism of the pressu
plateau in the area-pressure isotherms associated with
CPS transition@4,5#.

Finally, we would like to discuss the connection betwe
the present theory and those given in@8#. In @8#, the elastic
energy is expressed by the function of gradients of the
director c5(cosf,sinf,0), which is parallel to the projec
ys
l

n-
e
a-

i-

e
re

ted

lls

the

n

D

direction of molecular directord in thexy plane@see Eq.~1!
in @8##. With a lengthy calculation@13#, we have shown tha
the elastic energy given in Eq.~1! can be also expressed wit
the function of the gradients ofc as

gLC5
1

2
k11sin2u~¹8–c!2

1F1

2
k22sin2ucos2u1

1

2
k33~sin4u24sin2u!G

3~z–¹83c!212k33sin2u~¹83c!2

2k2sinucosu~z–¹83c!22k2sin2u~c–¹83c!

12~k222k33!sin3ucosu~c–¹83c!~z–¹83c!

12~k222k33!sin4u~c•¹83c!21
1

2
k2

2/k22, ~26!

where¹85(]x ,]y ,0) andz5(0,0,1) is the normal vector o
the monolayer. Obviously, this formula, which involves a
possible combinations of linear and quadratic gradients oc,
is more complete than those used in@8# and@9# @see, Eq.~1!
in @8# and Eq.~2! in @9a##. Moreover, in the present theor
we focus on the separation of chiral enantiomers so that
introduce the chiral order parameterj defined in Eq.~2!,
which is also different from those used in@8,9#. However,
the terms of the gradients of the chiral order parameters
taken into account in the theoretical treatment in the sa
way as shown in Eq.~11! and in @8,9#.
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